Abstract. Despite extensive studies in the past, the problem of segmenting globally optimal single and multiple surfaces in 3D volumetric images remains challenging in medical imaging. The problem becomes even harder in highly noisy and edge-weak images. In this paper we present a novel and highly efficient graph-theoretical iterative method with bi-criteria of global optimality and smoothness for both single and multiple surfaces. Our approach is based on a volumetric graph representation of the 3D image that incorporates curvature information. To evaluate the convergence and performance of our method, we test it on a set of 14 3D OCT images. Our experiments suggest that the proposed method yields optimal (or almost optimal) solutions in 3 to 5 iterations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first algorithm that utilizes curvature in objective function to ensure the smoothness of the generated surfaces while striving for achieving global optimality. Comparing to the best existing approaches, our method has a much improved running time, yields almost the same global optimality but with much better smoothness, which makes it especially suitable for segmenting highly noisy images.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the problem of segmenting single and multiple surfaces in 3D volumetric images. Efficient detection of globally optimal surface in volumetric images is one of the most challenging problems in imaging processing. The problem arises not only in the segmentation problem of biomedical
The research of the first three and the last authors was supported in part by NSF through a CAREER Award CCF-0546509 and a grant IIS-0713489. The research of the other three authors was supported in part by the NSF grants CCF-0844765 and the NIH grants K25 CA123112 and R01 EB004640. images (e.g., CT, MRI, Ultrasound, Microscopy, Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)), but also in many other fundamental optimization problems such as surface reconstruction [13] , data mining [7] , ore mining [4], metric labeling [3] , and radiation treatment planning [3] . Mant known segmentation methods used today are energy-based approaches, which can be classified into two categories, variational segmentation and combinatorial segmentation. Variational methods include snake [11] , region competition, geodesic active contours [2], active appearance models, and other methods based on level-sets [14] . In most cases, variational segmentation uses variational optimization techniques that find only a local minima of the corresponding energy function. Some versions of active contours compute a globally optimal solution, but only in 2-D. The combinatorial segmentation methods are mainly based on graph algorithms, such as minimum spanning tree [5] , shortest paths and their 3D extensions [15] , and graph cuts [1] . Each of these approaches has respective strengths and weakness, depending on the optimality of the cost function. In recent years, Wu et al. proposed a new detection method for optimal surfaces [13, 16] . Their optimality is controlled by a cost function using only the voxel weights and some geometric constraints on the connectivity of the surface. Their approach can compute a globally optimal surface in polynomial time. However, since their cost function only considers voxel weights, their surface often contains spikes and jaggedness in noisy regions.
To provide better solution, we study in this paper a new variant of the segmentation problem, called Optimal Smooth Surfaces (OSS). In the OSS problem, the objective function is a linear combination of voxel weights and their smoothness, measured by the curvature of each voxel on the segmented surfaces. Thus our problem aims to simultaneously achieve global optimality of the surfaces and local smoothness. To ensure the local smoothness, OSS uses (mean) curvature as a penalty to avoid spikes (as spikes often have very large curvature). The additional requirement on the smoothness dramatically increases the hardness of the problem. There are evidences suggesting that the OSS problem is NP-hard. To our best knowledge, there is no efficient volumetric image segmentation algorithm which guarantees both global optimality and smoothness.
For the OSS problem, we present a novel graph-theoretical approach. Our approach first uses shortest paths (or edge-disjoint shortest paths) to compute a set of local segmentations, and then stitches them to form a global surface (or surfaces). The obtained surfaces are then iteratively improved through local computation, with each iteration strictly reducing the objective value. We tested our approach using a set of OCT images (e.g., 14 data sets). Our experiments show that within a small constant (3-5) number of iterations, our approach converges rather quickly to optimal or almost optimal. Compared to existing best approaches ([10]) using OCT images, our approach avoids to perform the rather costly minimum cut computation, and hence significantly improves the running time. Our segmentation has a total weight which is almost equal to that of the weight-only approach, but with much improved smoothness. In all our experiments, our approach almost eliminates all spikes, seemingly suggests that our approach could handle highly noisy images.
